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ABSTRACT
Indigenous people (IP) living in remote areas, at the margins of
mainstream society, are often the last ones to experience emerging
technologies and even less to shape those experiences. It could be
argued technology exposure and experience is necessary for IP
to gain agency in making informed decisions on the rejection or
appropriation of novel technologies. In this paper, VR is introduced
to a remote San community within a broader community-based
research collaboration considering political and ethical perspectives
of technology inclusion. The intent was to familiarise the commu-
nity with the technology through the development and playthrough
of a game, to explore future opportunities for joint co-designs of
VR applications, meanwhile gauging the barriers for how VR op-
erates outside of its intended setting. The community members
expressed their excitement about the experience and the desire to
re-create traditional San games in VR. The paper reflects on the
community experiences, the setup and use of VR in remote settings,
and the choices made to facilitate the familiarization of emerging
technology.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Empirical studies in HCI ; Vir-
tual reality.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Indigenous people (IP) living at the margins of mainstream soci-
ety, distant from urban areas, are often the last ones to experience
emerging technologies. The reason is not necessarily purposefully
with good or bad intention but a systemic phenomenon. Disengaged
from an evolving socio-technological ecosystem, opportunities for
remote IP to participate in tech experiences and even less in shaping
those experiences and society are limited. Thus it leaves IP with lit-
tle ability to influence emerging technology, missing a critical point
of framing the development and incorporating their value systems.
Martinez [20] demonstrated perspectives of indigenous technolo-
gies fostering sovereignty of IP with his Radio Healer performance
installation, consisting of indigenous and electronic devices. ”It is a
rhetorical public engagement by a group of indigenous people who
are considering the colonizing potential of digital media, as well as
the appropriation of this powerful and malleable medium to respond
to the needs and desires that our communities identify for themselves.”
[20].

Hence we postulate that only through early exposure and ex-
perience of emerging technologies can IP gain agency to shape
experiences of technologies in line with their value systems.

However, considering the lack of every day possibilities to ex-
plore technology due to the remoteness and intermittent internet
coverage, the exposure of emerging technologies can only be cre-
ated artificially. Thus technology is introduced to an indigenous
community, be it by a travelled community member or a visitor, un-
intentionally or deliberately. Different political and ethical stances
are deliberated in the academic world, ranging from technology im-
perialism to neocolonialism, mostly depriving IP of their agency to
make their own choices and/or ignoring contextual circumstances.
Not considering a perspective from within the local context leads
to the discrimination of pluriversality [11]. We therefore argue for
a more reflective situational approach to appraise and determine
the principles and ethics guiding technology exposure.

VR as a technology, has a tremendous potential in cultural digi-
tization contexts where non-verbal and embodied interaction as a
non-symbolic approach to computing systems [37] for users with
or without digital literacy is possible; for example in cultural ed-
ucation [5] or as efforts of protecting cultural heritage [7] [24],
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can foster new experiences and include new demographics as con-
tent creators or end-users. In this paper, we deliberate on the very
first introduction of Virtual Reality (VR) as a technology, to an
indigenous San community in the Kalahari desert, acknowledging
local circumstances for its deployment and the expressed interest
from the community to work on technological projects. Based on
many years of working in indigenous contexts, collaborating on
tech projects, we acknowledge already the contextual technological
challenges often present, yet having never explored with VR in
those settings, this article serves as the first touch-point in what is
usually long-term (often several years) project work.

A recent VR project on capturing Aboriginal cultural heritage
stresses the importance of collaboration with IP in co-creation
efforts [33], this article presents a view before co-design and co-
creation even begins. For local stakeholders to transform technolo-
gies and applications it is deeply embedded within collaborative
design efforts to familiarize with technology to establish a local
understanding of what a technology can be, prior to realizing what
it can become.

This stage represents Beguin’s artifact-based learning approach
[10], which is essentially a communication process facilitated by
system presentation rather than system description [3]. Embedded
throughout is the concept of ’mutual learning as a principle for
transdisciplinarity’ [26] whereby researchers and local stakehold-
ers learn from the experiences arising from this meeting between
context and artifact.

Thus we intended to provide community members with a VR
experience, to familiarize with the technology through a tailored,
proof-of-concept VR game to bootstrap a technology familiarization
stage enabling a starting point for joint exploration and co-design
of embodied interaction applications.

The article starts out with an introduction to the methodology
of community-based research and underlying reasons for this work.
Then the VR game which was specifically designed by students
under our supervision is presented, serving to better contextualize
to the reader what the community experienced, will be described.
In line with recent discourse on VR ’outside the lab’ [23], we further
discuss the technical and usability issues of VR in a remote com-
munity setting, the collective experiences by the San community
as well as reflect on choices in technology explorations outside of
its comfort zone.

2 A COMMUNITY-BASED RESEARCH
APPROACH

The work presented here needs to be seen within its broader con-
text of methodological, political and ethical stance, in relation to
the community collaborator’s context and aspirations and the re-
searchers’ positionality and collaboration premises.

2.1 Community-Based Co-Design (CBCD)
The project work is framed within a community-based co-design
paradigm as conceptualized by Blake et al. [2], Sabiescu et al. [25]
and Winschiers-Theophilus et al. [39]. Based on principles of par-
ticipatory design and action research within a research through
design methodology, methods and techniques are adapted within
an African epistemology characterized by a quest for justice, truth,

and harmony [1] focused on knowledge creation for improvement
of human relations [38]. Of significance is, that community re-
search collaborators are not participants or subjects but are co-
designers [19]. Considering the differences of expertise, mutual
learning throughout the process becomes essential. Molapo et al.
[22] refer to ’co-design readiness’, where participants develop skills
gradually over time during technology exploration and participa-
tory design activities. Kauhondamwa and colleagues [16] define
an explicit exploration phase consisting of self-reflection, technol-
ogy experiences and assimilation of design thinking, enabling the
participants to meaningfully contribute to the tech co-design and
production. Equally, Alessandro and colleagues [29] have used tech-
nology as cultural probes to engage indigenous communities into
a dialogue around cultural practices and possible digitization, ex-
panding the engagement into joint coding on country activities
[28]. Thus a CBCD approach focuses on enabling communities to
learn the necessary skills to design technologies that will ensure
digitization in their own terms [19]. This includes taking informed
decisions as to the choice of technologies.

2.2 Tech Imperialism versus Opportunity - a
question of perspective

The action of introducing technologies to indigenous people has un-
raveled a socio-political debate among academics, ironically mostly
excluding indigenous voices. Concerned with designers’ Western
values embedded in technologies, an uncritical adoption and use of
these technologies by IP suggests cultural imperialism or another
form of neocolonialism [9]. However, does the active prevention
of technology exposure not equally allude a form of apartheid
and segregation? Acknowledging the tensions between an indige-
nous epistemology and the constraints of mainstream technologies,
advocates the urgency of including IP into the re-design and appro-
priation of technologies [38], rather than further excluding IP from
shaping technologies.

Ultimately, most agree, that IP should be in control of technol-
ogy access, use and appropriation [20]. For example, Fernandu
et al. [12], members of Namibian marginalized San communities,
conceptualized and successfully used an interactive digital perfor-
mance to advance their political agenda in repositioning themselves
in mainstream society. Thus we postulate that it is no longer a
question of whether or not IP should be exposed to technology
but rather in which manner. Thus we should aim at investigat-
ing whether it is culturally appropriate [9], and contextually and
ethically appropriate[6].

2.3 The Ethics of sharing technology
experiences with IP

Institutional and national ethics regulations, as well as many de-
liberations on ethical researcher behaviour in the literature, still
promote a one-sided approach which does not recognize indige-
nous participants as research partners. It propagates respect yet
does not recognize indigenous communities’ interaction protocols
[14]. Researchers collaborating with indigenous communities agree
that power structures and reciprocity need to be addressed [4],
while interaction forms are to be negotiated within each context
[39]. As such, institutional ethics guidelines need to be revisited
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in accordance with community protocols. For example, Du and
Haines[8] present a framework based on trust and respect leading
to reciprocity and mutual partnership providing specific guidelines
within an Australian Aboriginal context, based on ongoing commu-
nity consultations. Thus within the context of this study we firstly
consider the San code of research ethics 1, which promotes respect,
honesty, justice and fairness, care as well as following an agreed
upon process. The introduction of technology therefore needs to
follow these principles as agreed upon with the collaborating com-
munity.

2.4 Community Collaborators
The VR technology presented in this paper, was shared with a
community of San people. The San population in Namibia counts
between 27,000 and 34,000, and represent approximately 1 percent
of the national population 2.They are among the most marginalized
ethnic groups in Southern Africa [31]. The word ”San” means for-
ager [36]; they are a group of indigenous tribes of hunter-gatherers
that inhabited Southern Africa for millennia 3.

Our collaboration community is living in a resettlement near the
western border of Botswana, in the heart of the Kalahari Desert.
They receive government aid in the form of monthly food packages
and free access to water from a borehole. There is minimal infras-
tructure in terms of electricity, roads or internet connection. The
approximately 200 people live in self-erected shacks and the sur-
rounding area is very arid with little to no shade trees or any other
vegetation. There are few possibilities for income generation thus
the people rely on traditional objects for sale and occasional cul-
tural performances. The San can no longer follow their traditional
practices of hunting and gathering due to national regulations and
as most of the surroundings is fenced for cattle herding by neigh-
boring tribes. They however still possess fragmented traditional
knowledge which they share with pride.

In terms of technology experience, the San community has en-
gaged in multiple projects with our faculty (from e-services to basic
computer training) and recently completed a full Augmented Real-
ity (AR) souvenir co-production project was successfully brought to
market. In one of the projects, the community received cellphones,
which they used mostly for phone calls. Besides the limited use of
phones, there is no ICT installed or used in the community, and
none of the community members have prior experience with VR.

2.5 Researchers’ positionality and
Collaboration premises

From a political stance, we find ourselves in a post-apartheid era
genuinely supporting national reconciliation, by attempting to re-
duce tribal and economical inequalities through skill and tech devel-
opment. Our relation as local researchers, from different ethnicities
including San, with the community, is based on an established
long-term partnership beyond singular projects and research only,

1http://trust-project.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/San-Code-of-RESEARCH-
Ethics-Booklet-final.pdf
2https://www.iwgia.org/en/namibia/3506-iw2019-namibia
3https://www.sahistory.org.za/article/san

extended to multiple engagements and interactions as well as con-
tinuous remote connection. In other words, dialogic and transcul-
tural inter-human relationships have evolved over time between
the local researchers, and community members. Reciprocal respect
acknowledging distinct perspectives, experiences, values and skills
contributing to agreed upon joint endeavour enriches each inter-
action and design activity and promotes mutual learning. On this
basis, visiting researchers from other countries, with pre-defined
research intentions, are introduced to the community, who evalu-
ates their interest and willingness to collaborate. The community
has explicitly expressed their appreciation for bringing ”the world”
to their remote place, facilitating experiences of new technologies
and learning. While the visiting researchers are given an oppor-
tunity to learn how technologies could be perceived and shaped
differently than within a mainstream tech space, thereby providing
new perspectives.

2.6 Choices of emerging technologies
VR has opened up new avenues to learn and experience what might
not be reachable to us, such as the past, interpretations of myths
or far away remote places and practices. Suominen and Savula call
this: "To apply gaming for representing the past." [30].

Mythology plays a significant role in cultural identity and her-
itage. Having been transferred through many generations and
means such as oral stories, and written books, digital games pro-
vide possibilities for new audiences such as game-interested youths
or urban-living descendants who can freely access other cultures’
material on Netflix or Steam - but not their own. The creation of
myth-based VR games becomes an exercise of meaning-making
and construction of a partially self-imagined virtual world in the
absence of detailed information. One example of this challenge
of creating multi-sensory mythological VR games based on frag-
mented, unimodal (and conflicting) sources, is described in the work
by Skovfoged et al. [27] about the widespread African myth of the
Tokoloshe.

An exemplary initiative has been the Virtual/Digital Songlines
(VSL) project [18][13]. The project has developed various theoret-
ical frameworks and tool-kits for the facilitation of digitization,
and dissemination of Australian indigenous cultural heritage, and
explored VR capabilities and player experiences. The game was
co-developed with Australian aboriginals to ensure cultural validity
and authenticity of experiences [17]. Thus inspired by such projects
we have engaged a group of media technology students into assist-
ing with the development of a VR game as described below, to create
a VR experience to be shared with our collaborating community. It
is a presentation of a system intended solely to support the San com-
munity to experience something culturally relevant and interact in
VR (see in 5.3.1 about this dilemma of system presentation).

People working with VR might agree that VR is best understood
when experienced. Establishing local understanding of a technology
does not happen over night and it is likely that other VR applications
would need to be demonstrated as part of familiarization prior to
ideation and co-design of VR applications the community would
find interesting to work towards.

In summary, at this stage, we as researchers do not know the re-
ception of the technology nor its potential future as a collaborative
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path to an application. It was our agenda to share the technology
with the community and let them decide if they found it relevant
to pursue as content creators for urban-living San.

3 "TERMITES OF THE GODS" AS A VR GAME
This section describes the VR game’s origin, rationales for the choice
of VR system and story walk-through.

3.1 Foundation for the Representation
The game focused on a San tribes’ cosmology and belief associated
with termites as presented by Siyakha Mguni. His interpretations
of various rock art, which is described in his book: ”Termites of the
Gods: San Cosmology in African Rock Art.” [21] were studied and
served as guiding content. In the elaborate book, Mguni analyzes
and reports on various instances of San rock art in order to interpret
what intangible properties they might visualize. The actual rock
art found on cliff sides is the tangible (and relatively permanent)
manifestation of intangible practices tied to the ontological beliefs
or cosmology of its makers - the San. The story itself was chosen for
being an existing textual, already contemporary anthropological
interpretation of cultural product from a time long gone.

The interpretations by Mguni were used for designing and im-
plementing a virtual experience representing elements of this cos-
mology. Termites were a key source of fat for the San People, and
”Supernatural potency is the force that makes contact between the
cosmic realms possible” [21]. Termite nests were believed to be
”supernatural spaces or portals into primal time” [21]. The passage
from the physical world to the spirit realm is explained as ”threads
of the sky or threads of light that assist the soul’s ascent to the sky
realm” [21]. Much is still vague regarding the appearance of the
spirit realm. It is mentioned that plenty of food, fat, potency, and
termite mounds are in God’s house in the spirit realm. God’s house
described as ”...house with a single tree next to it in the eastern sky.
Their lesser God, Gauwa’s house, which is in the western sky, has
two trees. While the exterior of this house is ‘hairy like a caterpilla”
[21]. Many different interpretations of the appearance of the spirit
realm are mentioned by Mguni. However, some elements reoccur,
such as that gods live in his house in the spirit realm, at least one
tree is next to his house, as well as the presence of many animals
[21].

3.2 Designing for Mobility
The Oculus Quest [32] was the VR headset of choice, as it features
all necessary hardware pre-built into the headset, thus eliminating
the need for an external computer and enabling wireless interaction.
Furthermore, it features inside-out tracking, which makes it a more
agile system for evaluation in a rural area (which perhaps need-
less to say, come without a well-equipped infrastructure). When
developing for the Oculus Quest and other mobile technologies,
it is essential to take the limited resources of mobile hardware
into account (ranging from battery life to the amount of polygons,
which can be rendered while maintaining a reasonable frame rate).
Inspired by earlier work on presence, such as studies by Welch
and colleagues [35] promoting interactivity over visual realism to
increase presence directed the decision to work with a low-poly art-
style in order to avoid delay issues that could limit the experience.

The low-poly art style consists of flat-shaded objects consisting of
a very low subdivision, single-colored albedo maps (the base color),
and specular maps (the glossiness).

3.3 Storyline
While a number of detailed descriptions from the book were incor-
porated in the VR game, much was left to the designers to imagine
and design.

Considering that the community has never been exposed to VR,
a tutorial level was implemented to ease familiarization with the
game mechanics. Due to the opportunity of VR, the mechanics are
designed to rely as much as possible on non-verbal, non-symbolic
embodied interaction. Thus the community members could focus
on the experience, and dedicate energy on familiarizing with the
controllers, of which functionality was kept to a minimum. Once
the player completed the tasks in the tutorial, entry to level 1 was
possible. All of the actions for transferring the player between
scenes are signified by a swarm of white glowing termites slowly
gathering around interaction points. The overall narrative of the
game is to assist a stranger bitten by a snake. In order to heal
him, one must pass through to the spirit realm where to obtain
”supernatural potency”. Figure 1 provides a small overview of the
various environments created for the game.

4 EVALUATION OF VR IN THE COMMUNITY
4.1 Methodology and Stages of Evaluation
The evaluation with the community took in total more than two
days. We want to stress this point to show how this type of work
differs from a classical experimental setup in the sense that learning
from our and the community’s perspective is happening in and out
of formal activities. One example from a facilitation perspective is
how the individual play-through becomes a social event unable to
control (not that it should be). Another example counts setting up
and running VR for evaluation in the community. Based on these
points it is reasonable to see the entire trip to the community as
one long evaluation with findings throughout the process.

To assist with gaining an overview, Figure 2 illustrates the eval-
uation divided into four stages, which will be explained under
separate headers below. Throughout these four stages there was an
extensive data capturing in the form of video, photos and notes all
serving for later analysis and review. VR play-through was captured
in video using the built-in recorder of the Oculus Quest.

Throughout the trip the language preferred by the individual
community member was accounted for by having translators ac-
companying us. This was quite a complicated process as three
languages were spoken intermittently (English, Afrikaans and local
San dialect).

4.2 Community Introduction
Having arrived the night before, setting up tents and casually meet-
ing with some from the community around small fires, the first day
began with the entire community having assembled at a local shade
point (see figure 3 left). After welcoming each other the researchers
introduced some of the projects and activities that were planned
for this visit, some of them running in parallel with the VR. It is cus-
tomary to have a collective greeting in which ambitions as well as
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Figure 1: The figure shows the different environments in the game. From left to right): 1: Tutorial, 2: Home, 3: Finding Access
to Spirit realm, 4: Journey into the Spirit realm and 5: Arrival at the House of God

Figure 2: The figure illustrates the four phases of exploring
VR with the community

progress on ongoing projects are stated and discussed with the com-
munity. At the introductory meeting one of the researchers began
to explain, meanwhile wearing the gear, how one could understand
VR, for instance that VR is like "being in another world or country
where you can see and do things". Quickly, individual community
members expressed their interest in joining the VR activities. We
had two different VR applications for which we dedicated one day
each having as many community members play as was possible
in the time frame. The findings and data presented in the sections
4.3.3 (Individual Playthrough) and 4.4 (Interviews) only relates to
the VR game described above. The section on Physical setup and
Social Context provide findings from both VR activities and were
similar throughout. The section on Community Feedback takes a
more general perspective of the two VR experiences as a whole.

Figure 3: Community Introduction (Left), Individual
playthrough and example of social context (Right)

4.3 Physical Setup, Social Context and
Individual Playthrough

4.3.1 Physical setup. Due to the location of the community in the
Kalahari Desert and the fact that the sparsely distributed vegetation
provided little to no shade, we had to set up a 3*3 m pop-up gazebo,

that was demarcated as the VR playroom. The Oculus Quest was
specifically chosen due to its inside-out tracking system removing
the need for a fixed tracking space setup as an alternative to using
lightposts from the HTC VIVE system, and it can run without the
need for connected power-consuming hardware (which was not an
option). While we are versed in technology studies in remote places
we did not expect the Oculus Quest to suffer in so many ways when
trying to facilitate play-through. The playroom provided adequate
shade from the sun as the VR was not operable in the direct unfor-
giving sun of the Kalahari desert as the Infrared is overpowered in
direct sunlight, which meant that movement outside the tent im-
pacts tracking and the tracking space was of similar size as the tent
(3x3m). To accommodate as many participants as interested we had
promised the community to play through the night. However, as
light was fading the technology gave more and more problems. Car
lights and camping lights were positioned all around the playroom
to get as much light into the playroom as possible.

But soon hereafter another technology related issue emerged
as the VR uses the camera for feature detection and the lack of
light disabled the opportunity for proper tracking. Apart from this,
the hard illumination attracted quite many large insects flying
around the participant’s head, although quite amusing at times,
it was disturbing a focused VR experience. Thus the session was
postponed to the next day.

Due to the overwhelming interest the system ran out of battery
quite frequently and in absence of grid power, had to be recharged
by means of car batteries and power banks. This further prolonged
the sessions.

4.3.2 Social Context. The playroom had collapsible sides that en-
abled the community to view the current participant from a distance
(or so we expected). However, the community members quickly
formed a permanent audience inside and outside of the tent to
observe the playing participant, who in turn was occupied inside a
digital space (see Figure 3 right). As excitement increased, the audi-
ence moved closer and closer to the VR participant, thereby limiting
her or his physical space of movement. Thus the audience needed
to be reminded of the space requirements for the participant. One
would wonder why we did not create an isolated space for the VR
participant in order to focus on individual experiences? Yet, within
a community context, we have learned to appreciate the collective
as a more meaningful outlook. Especially in this context the VR
experience was extended from the individual to the community
within the moment. Furthermore, when the VR participant com-
pleted their experience they could not wait to share their stories
with the audience. They laughed together about the actions. The
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talks about the participants’ experiences extended way beyond the
sessions into the night shared around the fire.

4.3.3 Individual Playthrough: Participants’ VR interactions. The VR
game described above, was experienced by one young lady and four
men, aged between 24 and 57. They all participated voluntarily and
gave informed consent to be recorded and interviewed. At first, the
participants seemed very excited about the technology that they
were being presented, purely based on curiosity for the unknown.
Before the technology was demonstrated it was explained that
this technology takes them into a different reality. They were told
that they will they see a virtual representation of a world created
digitally. This prospect was unknown to them and caused a certain
sense of excitement among them. Figure 4 shows participant 1 to 5
as they were busy playing Termites of the Gods. The play-through
lasted between 20 and 30 minutes per participant, of which the
tutorial scene was the most time consuming.

The VR game was developed to retain as much of everyday inter-
actions with the application, such as picking up a rock (albeit using
a controller). But the participants found it challenging to adapt to
the interactions and this made the game a little confusing. It was
inherently clear to the presenting researcher that some explaining
had to be done to reach a certain level of comprehension and skills
with which they are able to navigate the virtual realm on their
own. The interactions were designed from a premise to have as
little use of the controller buttons as possible, from a VR developer
perspective, they can be declared almost as assumed intuitive inter-
actions. However, for a non-gamer and first time user nothing was
intuitive and everything had to be learned. For instance keeping
hold of the controller and keep it in the palm. Thus, the facilitating
researcher stayed next to the participant through all the sessions
to assist. Also, completion of the game took much longer. One of
the reasons that the game took so long to complete, was that most
of the participants had trouble learning to climb the ladder. The
issue for many participants was that they accidentally let go with
one hand before grabbing the ladder with the other hand, thus
making them fall down the virtual ladder, resulting in having to
start over. Other participants did not reach close enough to the
ladder to interact with it, perhaps not adequately perceiving the
distance of objects in VR.

The first participant was a female participant. Due to various
reasons (some had work obligations, etc) we only had access to
one female participant to try out the VR game (see 1 from figure
4). She was curious and enticed yet at the same time nervous in
anticipation of the VR experience. As dictated by the local code of
conduct, a woman is not alone with another male than her husband,
and to ensure she was more at ease her session was facilitated by
one of our female researchers. The participant was cautious about
the technology and uneasy at first but she felt highly motivated
to experience the VR. She eventually seemed to adapt to the over-
whelming experience of the technology and started to enjoy the
game and the interactions that go into it, however due to time
constraints she did not manage to complete all the game scenes.

The second participant (see 2 from figure 4) was a male par-
ticipant. After he was geared up, the session was initiated and
surprisingly the initial experience seemed overwhelming for him.
Normal daily interactions one expected to carry over into VR were

lost, such as looking around. The gentleman was amazed by the
mere vision he received at the point when the headset was placed
over his eyes, causing him to stare straight without turning his
head to look around. The presenting researcher encouraged him to
look around and talk about the surroundings he experienced in the
technology. The participant was so amused by the animated scenery
he lost focus of what the in game tasks were and just spent some
time gazing around. As the first male participant of Termites of the
Gods VR, the community gave special attention to the participants
physical movements in the real world. With every interaction, we
heard the community discuss in their language what was happen-
ing, formulating their own reality of what the participant could be
experiencing visually.

The third participant (see 3 from figure 4) was an elderly gentle-
man from the community, his son was part of the first VR session
(out of the scope of this paper) and felt therefore compelled to
also experience the technology. As an elder of the community, he
held a certain stature or respect as a knowledge holder. What was
extremely interesting about his time in the VR, in the first scene,
where the player is requested to kill the snake with the stone at
hand. The participant was taken by surprise from the compelling
sound effects of the dying snake and his mere reaction of jumping
backwards was extremely amusing to the entire community as it
elicited quite a number of laughs. At this point the presenting re-
searcher became more aware of the social mechanisms at play in
the community. If the VR participant spent some time in a certain
scene of the game, he received comments or directions of use from
the community audience. To be noted here, the advice often came
from community members who themselves had not experienced
the VR but who had paid attention to previous participant’s actions
and comments, as well as hearing the advice given by the facilitator.

The fourth participant was another elderly gentleman (see num-
ber 4 of figure 4). From the talk of the community and sharing of the
stories by the previous participants, he was excited to get into the
VR and experience the new technology. But he found the in-game
interactions more difficult to cope with than some of the other
participants. Most of his time was spent attempting to climb the
ladder. However, he could not adapt to the controller interactions
that well for him to manage climbing the ladder and to interact
in-game. Assistance was therefore given to the participant to aid
him in climbing up the ladder, simply to allow the participant to
experience the more enticing scenes such as scene two to four as
depicted in section three of this paper. The participant was not as
talkative about his physical experiences during the playing of the
VR, and his exact difficulties could not be identified. Out of the
entire research trip, participant four spent the most time inside the
VR game, being assisted by the presenting researcher in navigating
the VR environment.

The fifth participant (see 5 from figure 4) was a younger gen-
tleman from the community. He was much more at ease with the
technology. As mentioned earlier because of the extent of knowl-
edge sharing within the community, the community was able to
assist the participant in the usage of the game. And because they
could communicate in their local dialect, the presenting researcher
believes it was much easier for him to understand the task at hand.
He did not experience any extreme difficulties in the usage, and
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Figure 4: Participants one to five, experiencing the VR.

therefore, as a result, had an immediate seemingly enjoyable experi-
ence. His amusement was inherent from smiles on his face time and
again, when he gets a question from the community on an element
of the game.

As the fifth participant ended his experience in the virtual realm,
the presenting researcher came to the conclusion that the commu-
nity was at this stage by all means of appearance familiar with the
technology. From the elderly to the small kids in the community
each one took some part of the experience one of the participants
had, and as a collective they have the knowledge to facilitate usage
of the VR game. This concept of collective knowledge is an inter-
esting concept that contributes to the idea of shared experiences.

4.4 Interviews: Participants’ Post Experience
Expressions

The participants were interviewed individually by one of the re-
searchers together with a community member fluent in English.
The participants were prompted in their own language to share
with us what they had experienced. They responded in their mother
tongue and the answer was then translated to English, while the
entire interview session was video recorded. A post-situ review by
an independent native speaker confirmed the translations.

All participants repeatedly expressed their happiness about hav-
ing experienced the VR technology saying (translation) ”It was
very nice being there, in another country/world” and they’d like to
experience it again. This seems to contradict the researcher’s ob-
servations, who considered the lengthy challenges of interaction to
have rendered the experiences less ideal for the participants. While
there were many objects represented in the game, different scenes
and perceptible experiences to have, all participants independently
referred to the same few embodied elements. Namely in terms of
bodily experience, they mentioned the bitten man that they helped
by killing the snake with a rock and lifting him up, as well as the
climbing of the ladder. No mention was made of the travelling on
the back of the termite. In terms of objects, they were all excited to
find elephants, giraffes and other animals which they recognized
but do not have in their surroundings. One participants said (trans-
lation) ”I’m very happy, some of the animals do not exist here and I
did not see those for a very long time”.

Thus the focus was on the familiar and recognisable, very few
mentions of the other elements of which therewere plenty including
flowers, houses, termites, bridges, etc. One could also speculate
that they only mentioned what was familiar and for which they
have words in their language. In the drawings additional plants

and hairy houses were depicted. Besides the animals they were
most fascinated by the beauty of the many different rocks. It is
well noted that the community lies in the middle of the Kalahari
Desert and there are literally no rocks or (hardly even stones) in
the surroundings, just sand. Thus the excitement about the rocks
was understandable.

Contrary to the men, the woman expressed that she felt anxious
in the beginning but overcame it proudly. She was also the only
participant who never climbed a real ladder in her life. Considering
the time spent on the climbing as well as the frequent mention
of it we prompted for more comments on the experience. One
participant stated, that ”So for me first i was struggling to climb,
but later i learned how to climb so it was very nice”, which may
indicate that the participant felt some sort of accomplishment. He
further stated that ”after climbing up i saw the sky with the stars i
saw everything was there. giraffe, butterflies, everything”. Figure 5
shows an example of participant 3 climbing the virtual ladder.

Figure 5: The figure shows: left: an image of a participant
climbing the ladder. Right: the virtual ladder

When asked if the participant had climbed real ladders and how
this VR ladder felt, he said that ”there is a difference between climbing
the real ladder and this one. It does not feel the same”. Another
participant confirmed “I climb up the ladder but it was not the real
ladder because i was standing in the same place while, but I feel,
that I saw that I was climbing in reality. And when I reached the
top, it was some way different from the first place where I was”. One
participant compared the ladder to a real ladder by saying ”This
one is different from that one because this one you use to climb with
your hand” probably referring to one using their feet and legs to
climb a ladder in real life. Yet another one said that “It was very
nice to climb the ladder also, we can see this technology is something
special and to me it was very nice, very beautiful I enjoy it”. They all
expressed gratitude for bringing this technology to them and are
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looking forward to experience more. The concept of the ladder is
further discussed in 5.1.2.

4.5 Community Feedback
At the end of the trip, on the last day before returning back, a com-
munity feedback session was convened with more than 30 members
(some also dropping in during the meeting). Many topics were dis-
cussed (ranging from how to sustain a garden in the sparse terrain
to the planned installment of a cell-tower on a nearby hill), here the
focus is what is relevant to the VR elements of the research. The
community assisted with translations from non-English speaking
participants, thus to retain this authenticity quotes are not further
edited by authors. Furthermore, the expressions below were made
in presence of everyone else, who paid close attention to the speaker.
If there were differing opinions brought up, these were resolved
among the participants to reflect the standpoints as seen from the
collective.

When asked what they thought about the VR experience, one
participant answered that ”...we never know about this system. It is
very new to us, but now we learn what this technology is”. Another
participant addressed the difficulty of the experience, and said that
”It was not that complicated... Okay yeah here and there, but if I play
this everyday i will be more better”.

Another participant addressed the importance of preserving
knowledge by saying ”The San culture is very important to us, and
therefore we need that our children and little children in the future
have to know our culture. That’s why we think that we should have
a platform or view and filler in the VR that can represent the San
culture. So that if all of us pass away, the children may know they
doing things”.

This was further supported by another participant who said
”These things as culture is very much important example the dancing,
or other things. San culture is very important, that’s why we think
it should be reconstruct in VR. Dance has to be generated in systems
for future generations. It is important for the San to also be educated,
so in the coming future we can have a San person so he can be there
with you guys who are operating or reconstructing and help and give
the right information for those who are reconstructing the computer”.
This particular quote further supports the argument of safeguarding
cultural heritage using VR as a viable option. Further, one partic-
ipant said ”My grandfather was a traditional healer. So he pray to
this type of medicine you see. Now today, we do not believe this but it
was some of the things our elders were doing”. During the trip the
community informed us that they had turned to Christianity many
years ago, which can explain why there were no references made
to the cosmology during the play-through. Yet the VR as a potential
future approach to disseminating some of the cultural heritage still
present in the community was quite clearly commented upon.

A discussion on the possibilities of using VR followed in which
different suggestions were made. Among others the elder were
talking of a physical game were a self-constructed object is thrown
in the air and caught upon decent, mentioning that this game is
no longer played among the youth also for safety reasons. Thus
the elders were eager to see this implemented as a VR game so
their off springs could experience it. Similarly, it was suggested that
the preservation of dances is important. The community promptly

recorded specific dances to provide design inspiration and authentic
material for the VR game designing students. Throughout this
session those who had been trying the VR were also the most
verbal, yet it did not hold the other community members from
contributing.

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Distinct Indigenous Community VR

Experiences
Having introduced VR in an indigenous African community set-
ting we observe the affects on user experience in terms of being
collective rather than individual, the learning of what was assumed
to be intuitive as well as the discrepancy between observed and
self-reported user experience.

5.1.1 Collective Experience of Single-Player VR Game. The audi-
ence formulated a conspired community experience of the VR tech-
nology instead of an independent participant experience. The com-
munity found observing the VR in use as amusing as the actual
usage of the technology. Surprisingly, the usability of the applica-
tion grew from one participant to the next, as they formulated a kind
of panel of participants that experienced the VR. This panel then
feeds instruction to the current participant in their local language
contributing to a collective learning.

5.1.2 Choices of Game Mechanics. Game mechanics, such as climb-
ing a virtual ladder, are largely directed by the VR’s inability to
track foot movement and thus the interaction design is adapted to
that. One might even state that the inability to track has derived a
standard, which is not really intuitive. This particular implementa-
tion caused a lot of frustration to the participants as it was simply
not intuitive to climb ladders using only ones’ hands. Yet, in a VR
and game saturated context (such as among European university
students it was never challenged as a non-intuitive idea).

On a more general level, the ladder example shows how design
and implementation of seemingly ordinary interaction shaped by
the VR technology and our inability to predict this in advance,
in the context reveals totally unexpected challenges. It is also a
point of learning which now catapults back into reflections of the
development process of the game, and hypothetically, which factors
could a designer and developer predict?

On the other hand, besides this example and a few smaller chal-
lenges around picking up objects, it was quite remarkable how the
VR interaction was very easily adopted by the community members.
Contrary to learning experiences with other devices such as laptops.
Having provided basic computer training to the community we
have observed much more challenges in the use of symbolic tools
such as the keyboard. The interaction in VR largely (despite the
ladder) enabled bodily interaction, which was possible to learn and
quite quickly enabled the participants to experience the game. In
reflection, this more embodied element should be further enhanced
through hand-tracking (controller-free), which was not considered
at the time of development for the Quest.
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5.2 Reflection on VR Technology Within a
Remote Setting

Traditional VR use is carried out in predictable infrastructures, such
as places with WiFi coverage, controllable light settings, feature
rich spaces (such as at people’s homes or in laboratories fitting the
purpose of evaluating VR), and cleared tracking spaces not suddenly
occupied by observers.

In areas with no usable structures to enable predictable tracking
we recommend, pragmatically, to erect a large enough space such
as a gazebo or investigating a combination of areas with detectable
features and systems such as Infrared Illuminators to enable an
IR-fill light being visible in the dark. These are merely practical
matters of infrastructure.

Rather, we become reminded from experiences gathered through
the trip that there can be quite a bit to learn about the additional
barriers for VR ’in the field’. It reminds us that although technolo-
gies can tend to be considered from a deterministic view (see for
example deliberations by Kaplan [15]), which focuses very much on
how efficient, mobile or sophisticated they can be - and where the
extreme view is that technologies are agents changing people and
society. Just because technologies do not necessarily perform as
well outside of the domains from which they are devised and made
technically operable, does not mean that they cannot be useful,
adapted and become familiar in new contexts, with other purposes.
It makes it clear, also in the case of VR, that technologies must still
be operated with people and be meaningful to people in human
contexts. It is one lesson on how to reframe technologies outside the
familiar contexts, it also transcends more common known barriers
such as accessibility to internet, grid electricity, and we argue that
bringing VR out of its comfort zone, brings us out of our comfort
as well, and enables us to rethink new use contexts, also in more
VR-friendly settings. After all, there are plenty of people in wide
spaces in other places, such as in North America or Europe, who
also live outside of the VR comfort zone and where designers, do-
main experts in collaboration must reframe what technologies can
become.

5.3 Reflections on Dilemmas Embedded In
Technology Familiarization

Exposing technology outside of its traditional settings naturally
come with embedded choices, as they do in traditional settings. But
in order to establish insights for others is an act of communication
from those who created it, and what they deemed relevant as well
as the technical affordance embedded by the technology itself.

Wall and Mosher call this “representations as communication
tools” as the goal is: “to facilitate communication and the iteration of
ideas and communicate and put representations in a context for use
information.”[34].

One cannot establish familiarization without communication,
with the absence of choices - or dilemmas, which is perhaps a more
accurate term. Including IP at the margin, is a higher level dilemma.
It is before the existence of this study a political and ethical question
of whether IP should be exposed to emerging technologies or not.
However, within a society striving for inclusivity and equality it
becomes a moral obligation to include the so far marginalized. From
our perspective, it is the way they are included which is important.

The VR game is an act of communication, a choice by us, into a
space for others to see and comment upon - thereby establishing
some common ground, which again is essential in CBCD. From here
on we can begin to understand each other, the technology, and work
forward. We made a deliberate choice to seek ways to include IP
into forming technology, but they cannot form technology without
knowing what it is. And as researchers, we cannot open our minds
to new uses without having explored them contextually. On a lower
level, there are plenty more dilemmas embedded.

5.3.1 Dilemmas Embedded in System Presentation. Upon figuring
out what to use to showcase VR we could have chosen any of the
games published (from downhill-skeeing to first-person shooters),
or nothing, just explaining VR, which again is a construction - a
system description not yielding a first-person experience. Thereby
a dilemma between something relatable to them or not, or nothing.
Yet technology without application is also quite difficult to under-
stand (especially VR), thus we chose to develop a game which is
a representation of something non-real; a mythological construct
of which there is no existence of it besides interpretations. From
this communication we learned about the options of how to intro-
duce technology. In hindsight, in advance of the VR play-through,
standing in the middle of the community during the Community
Introduction, holding a headset, explaining about its functionality
made absolutely no sense in a familiarization with technology per-
spective. It made sense to make the community and us familiarize
with each other yet again, but made it no clearer to them what VR is
for a thing. This method choice of technology introduction had an
effect on the next phase which was for the community to try it out.
To ease this transition, it could have been useful to demonstrate
the system in a less overwhelming first time use-application.

In this way we learn from our actions, both the fact that the fa-
miliarization phase could be extended, but also that the community
found it fun, and wanted to work on a way forward with VR and
us. Working forward is meeting with the community again and
begin discussing how one could co-design a stick-throwing game,
a dance game or something totally different.

6 CONCLUSION
Having set out to explore possible opportunities for joint VR appli-
cation design, the research centered on creating this experiential
touch-point through a VR game called Termites of the Gods, as
a way to enable learning and reflect the usefulness of VR as a
potential approach to establish communication from IP to urban-
living youths. This artifact-based learning approach [10] offered
many insights, such as how to setup and facilitate VR studies in the
field, how the experience of VR enabled the community to famil-
iarise themselves with the technology, how VR became a collective
learning process of familiarization, and how this familiarization
enabled the community to direct future topics to collaborate on.
In the closing meeting, interests in pursuing VR technology and
relevant applications were discussed and it was agreed that dances
and games are to be modeled for new VR interactions in the nearby
future. Thus the introduction of an emerging technology, seemingly
not affordable or immediately relevant, nor ready for independent
deployment and use in this remote area, must be seen within the
broader context of our long-term collaboration. From this point
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starting a co-design approach with a premise of investigating in-
digenous peoples’ agency in creating digital VR experiences for
others and to contribute in shaping society at large has begun.
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